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Abstract

1

More and more voice-user interfaces (VUIs), such as smart speakers
like Amazon Alexa or social robots like Jibo or Cozmo, are entering
multi-user environments including homes. VUIs can utilize multimodal cues such as graphics, expressive sounds, and movement to
convey social engagement, afecting how users perceive agents as
social others. Reciprocal relationships with VUIs, i.e., relationships
with give-and-take between the VUI and user, are of key interest
as they are more likely to foster rapport and emotional engagement, and lead to successful collaboration. Through an elicitation
study with three commercially available VUIs, we explore small
group interactions (n = 33 participants) focused on the behaviors
participants display to various VUIs to understand (1) reciprocal interactions between VUIs and participants and among small groups
and (2) how participants engage with VUIs as the interface’s embodiment becomes more socially capable. The discussion explores (1)
theories of sociability applied to the users’ behaviors seen with the
VUIs, and (2) the group contexts where VUIs that build reciprocal
relationships with users can become a powerful persuasive technology and a collaborative companion. We conclude the discussion
with recommendations for promoting reciprocity from participants
and, therefore, fostering rapport and emotional engagement in VUI
interactions.

When technology engages with people in seemingly social ways,
humans respond socially to the device [63, 71]. The human-robot
interaction (HRI) community has long been interested with how
interactive technologies, including robots and voice-user interfaces
(VUI), will be used within collaborative and multi-user spaces [12,
41]. VUIs ofer a “natural” interface through which users interact
with the device through their voice. Consumers are interacting with
these devices, including smart speakers and robots, in a wide range
of places including their homes, museums, airports, and malls [10,
26, 55, 75], often in small groups of 2–6 people. While engaging
with these devices, reciprocity (the “give-and-take” in relationships)
can promote positivity, emotional engagement, rapport, and higher
attraction [5, 17, 81]. Understanding how users respond to various
types of VUIs can inform how people will engage with these devices
and how diferent modalities support these technology-mediated,
oftentimes social, interactions.
Our work contributes to the growing research on VUIs in small
group settings with an elicitation study that explores small group
interactions with three commercially available VUI agents in an
adapted “speed dating” format [89]. This format represents a natural situation, such as a retail store, where families are shopping
for robots or voice agents while comparing them. We often already
see this format with Amazon Alexa and Google Home products
displayed next to each other at various stores for customers to
experience and make purchasing decisions. Our speed dating approach focuses on dissecting users’ reciprocal interactions with
VUIs through a behavioral analysis (details of reciprocal interaction
defnition is provided in Section 3.5). To our knowledge, this is the
frst example of these methods applied to VUI agents mimicking
small group interactions with multiple VUIs. We focus on reciprocal
interactions, or the “give-and-take” in interactions [60], as they are
critical in establishing rapport and emotional engagement in relationships [5, 17, 81]. By understanding what features enable VUI
agents to build reciprocal relationships with users, we can extend
voice agents as a persuasive technology that helps users achieve
their goals as a collaborative partner through social infuence [25].
We hypothesize that (1) people will engage in reciprocal interactions
with all VUIs, but more so as a VUI’s embodiment becomes more
socially capable; (2) participants would exchange more reciprocal
interactions with their group as the VUI’s embodiment becomes
more socially capable; and (3) more reciprocal interactions would
correlate to stronger positive emotion, emotional engagement, and
rapport with the VUI agent.
The primary contributions of this work to HRI are: (1) an understanding of the reciprocal interactions between participants and
VUIs in a small group setting; (2) a discussion of human-VUI and
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Introduction

human-human reciprocal interactions with regards to established
theories of reciprocity and contexts where reciprocity is a necessary
feature for future persuasive and collaborative agent design; and
(3) recommendations for promoting user reciprocal interactions
that lead to positive emotion, emotional engagement, and rapport
during interactions with VUI agents.

2

Background

VUIs are designed with human-like characteristics including language, personality, emotion, and gender [54]. As outlined in the research paradigm, Computers Are Social Actors (CASA), individuals
socially interact with computers equipped with anthropomorphic
cues, behaving “towards computers as they might towards other
human beings, despite knowing intuitively that computers are not
animate” [12, 54, 63]. Users also respond with social behaviors to
VUIs, as VUIs are in social settings displaying social behaviors and
interacting among people [22, 27, 58, 62].
As VUIs are becoming more present in our social settings, it is important that we understand how these technologies are being used
in varied contexts. VUIs operating in a small group setting are challenged with the complexity of multi-user interaction[66]. The same
challenge also exists in HRI scenarios and only a few works have
attempted formulating the problem space and proposing frameworks for multi-user group interactions [41, 57]. As technology
can not only promote, but also demote human-human interactions
and relationships, there is a great need for understanding what
role VUIs play in various small group contexts especially as robot
systems increasingly enter social contexts [39, 41, 66, 76]. In order
to further understand and design for these multi-user situations
with VUIs, we explore how people exhibit reciprocal cues toward
agents with diferent embodiments and other people in the group
while interacting with VUI agents.

2.1

Building Relationships with VUIs

Our work explores reciprocal interactions with VUIs and their
characterization within human-agent relationships. Impressions of
people are formed within the frst minutes of an interaction. In these
minutes, we decide if the person is safe to interact with and has
the potential for a future relationship [1, 4, 33, 64]. Similarly, users
establish impressions of and attribute human characteristics to
social agent technologies such as VUIs in their frst encounter, even
if they only interact with the technology for a few minutes [20, 31,
64, 68]. Competence, perceived anthropomorphism, and likability
of robot systems have been found to be established in the frst two
minutes of an interaction and maintained across multiple sessions
over time [64], highlighting the importance of frst impressions of
social technology. This also suggests that studying frst impressions
ofers a lens to forecasting users’ long-term perception of VUIs.
Here, we build upon these fndings and explore what reciprocal
interactions emerge in a small group setting during a frst encounter
with various VUIs.
Reciprocal behaviors often take the form of verbal and nonverbal social cues [3, 7]. The social cues used by conversational
agents in agent-human interaction can be mapped to human-human
interaction in terms of kinesics (visually perceivable body movement and gestures), visual, verbal, and auditory modalities [23].
Voice assistants without a physical embodiment such as Apple’s

Siri lack kinesic cues while robots have very visible movements
and gestures. Amazon Echo, a smart speaker, is placed somewhere
in between with its tower body ofering physical presence but without kinesic cues. It instead uses a light ring to signal its attention
toward the direction of the speaker and to indicate various states.
VUIs’ social cues act to provide feedback to the user of the device’s
active and attentive states, and they serve to create a transparent
interaction between the user and device [26]. Since VUIs leverage
these social cues, they are able to elicit social responses such as reciprocal behaviors from users in return. It also suggests that agents
with more social modalities may be able to elicit more reciprocal
behaviors [23, 63].
VUIs’ embodiment, often leveraging social cues, can bring a
socio-emotional companionship element to interacting with technology that can build rapport and emotional connection. VUI agents
designed to foster emotional engagement often convey its social
presence through a variety of methods including having a personality, establishing (and maintaining) social relationships, interacting using natural social cues, and behaving in a social manner
(e.g., delivering greetings/farewells, being polite, expressing humor,
etc.) [21, 26, 53]. Social presence has been found to be greater in
physically embodied agents, such as robots, than virtual agents
[29, 78, 85]. Physical embodiment also provides more natural and
social cues that can be utilized to communicate intentions and
internal states [21, 59]. A VUI’s embodiment can afect users’ engagement, response, and, therefore, reciprocal behaviors, making it
a critical feature to consider in VUI agent development.
Stemming from a sociological perspective, reciprocity (shown
through reciprocal behaviors) is defned as “the principle of give-andtake” [16, 60]. It can be a direct “give-and-take” or an unconscious
behavioral response. Reciprocity also occurs in human-computer
interaction [14, 70]. Specifcally applied to robots, Krämer et al. [50]
outlines a theoretical framework of sociability, including reciprocity.
The micro-level is where reciprocity afects people, creating a relationship between user and robot. The meso-level is dedicated
to relationship building. Users build relationships with robots as
explained by the media equation theory and CASA paradigm. The
last level, the macro-level, is where the role-assignment occurs,
highlighting potential roles and personas for VUIs. In our work,
we focus on the reciprocal behaviors between VUIs and users on
the mirco- and meso-levels, as it is reported that relationships that
have reciprocal give-and-take have increased positivity, intimacy,
emotional engagement, rapport, and higher attraction [5, 17, 81]; a
key area of interest in this research.

2.2

Linking Embodiment, Social Presence,
Reciprocity, and Rapport

When interacting with a VUI, factors including embodiment, social
presence, reciprocity, and rapport are interwoven together in the
users’ experience. Deng et al. [21] trace the connections of embodiment, social presence, and rapport based upon results from
Segura et al. [77]: “...for tasks that are relationship-oriented (e.g., a
home companion), social engagement is important for maintaining
rapport, and physical embodiment is benefcial for increasing social
presence, and in turn, engagement and rapport.” Results from Jung &
Lee [42] corroborate that physical embodiment creates higher levels

of social presence, further supporting the CASA paradigm [63]. Embodiment is also connected to reciprocity. Embodiment is linked to
reciprocity, rapport, and social presence. Our work acknowledges
these connections and the inter-connections these factors have on
one another, openly exploring how people initially engage and start
building relationships with VUIs.

2.3

Robot Interactions in Small Groups

As more robots and VUIs become present in small group (2–6
people) settings, it is important to consider how various design
features can infuence people’s behavioral responses to VUIs. Researchers have explored how individuals and small groups of people
interact with robots through feld studies in airports [37], sensory
therapy sessions with older adults [15], hospitals [58], malls [9],
cafés [67, 73], homes [27], classrooms [57], workplaces [62], etc.
Specifc to families, researchers have studied family members’ utterances to the robot and to others in the group [79] and how
non-family intergenerational groups interact with several types of
robots [38]. Our research is unique in studying familial interactions
with multiple diferent types of VUIs in one setting.
In order to design VUIs for small groups, we must understand
group members’ behavioral responses to VUIs, recognizing that
embodiment, social presence, and context infuence people’s perceptions of them [12, 24, 30, 47, 61]. Sebo et al. [76] highlights that
it is critical to understand the role of the robot and how it afects
users in a group setting, at an individual and a group level. With
this in mind, we used a family group as a unit to understand how
one person’s interaction with a robot in a group context infuences
other people in the group. Studying VUIs holistically enables us
to explore all “necessary dimensions” that make up a device as
one unit [12]. Therefore, we investigated small groups’ reciprocal
behaviors through an elicitation study with three commercially
available VUIs along a spectrum of diferent levels of social embodiment to holistically understand how current VUIs afect small
group engagement.

3

Methods

We designed our study to explore how small groups, in this case
families, interact with VUIs and exhibit reciprocal behaviors. We
also wanted to understand how varying levels of social embodiment
in commercially available agents would afect these behaviors. We
refer to social embodiment as an agent (social being) inside a physical
form (embodiment) that can leverage social cues, persona, and, at
times, their physical form to engage with users and its environment in
a social context (adapted from [19]). In an earlier work, researchers
studied how people, from children to older adults, interact with
diferent types of VUI devices (i.e., smart speakers and social robots)
over at-home deployment periods up to 4 weeks [80]. For instance,
they observed that users tend to engage with and use social robots
(Jibo) more than smart speakers (Amazon Echo & Google Home).
However, this prior work did not provide insights on the role of VUI
social embodiment and user reciprocal interactions in small groups.
Our research is guided by the following research question: How do
small groups exhibit reciprocity behaviors when interacting with
VUIs?

3.1

Hypotheses

Based on our research question, we hypothesize that:

Figure 1: Spectrum of VUIs that represents three commercially available VUIs mapped on to varying levels of embodiment going from less socially embodied to more socially
embodied.
• H1: People engage in reciprocal interactions with all VUIs, but
more so as the VUI’s embodiment becomes more socially capable
(i.e., more socially embodied).
• H2: People exchange more reciprocal interactions with their
group as the VUI becomes more socially embodied.
• H3: Higher occurrence of reciprocal interactions correlate to
stronger positive emotion, emotional engagement, and rapport
with the VUI agent.

3.2

VUI Agents

We used three commercial VUI devices shown in Figure 1. All have
a touchscreen and a digital assistant persona (Alexa or Jibo). They
each represent diferent levels of social embodiment and interaction,
with the square smart display as the least socially embodied, the
round smart display (more head-like) in the middle, and the social
robot being the most socially embodied. Motion mechanism and
wake word (more name-like to more device-like) were confgured
to also convey this range. Details of these features are discussed
per agent below.
Jibo is an 11-inch tall and 6-inch wide table-top VUI with a
touchscreen face and three degree-of-freedom expressive body that
provides contingent motion during an interaction, such as orienting
its face and body toward the user upon being called and when a face
is detected in its range of view [35]. It also makes small swiveling
movements as it speaks. This VUI’s wake word is “Hey Jibo”. The
Amazon Echo Spot is a 3.8-inch tall and 4.1-inch diameter device
with a round screen and the Alexa agent [2]. The Amazon Echo Spot
was extended to have a motorized fag that continuously rotates
above its screen and increases rotation speed when the participants
spoke the activation word, “Hey Alexa”, to signal attention through
a less socially embodied, mechanical movement. It was designed
to appear as an integrated unit with the rotating fag as an additional interaction cue. The Amazon Echo Show is a 7.4-inch tall
and 7.4-inch wide device with a rectangular screen and the Alexa
agent [2]. We set it’s wake word to “Hey Computer”, and it has no
motion mechanism. All of the devices’ screens are a touch-based
GUI interface to support alternate ways of interacting beyond voice.

3.3

Participants

For this study, 12 families (33 participants) from a range of sociodemographic backgrounds engaged in interactions with VUI

agents and refective activities, in a study room with a couch and
a cofee table. Participants were between 6 and 56 years of age
(female=69.26%, age M=24.42, SD=17.70), including 17 children (female=41.18%, age M=9, SD=3.16) and 16 adults (female=37.50%, age
M=39.85, SD=10.72). Of the 12 families, 7 families were one parent
and one child; 3 were 1 parent and 2 children; 1 was 4 adults and 2
children; and 1 was 2 parents and 2 children. Five of the 33 participants came from lower income brackets and 28 of the 33 participants
came from higher income brackets. Families were recruited through
emails to the local community and word-of-mouth. All participants
volunteered to participate and signed an IRB approved consent
form. No incentives were ofered.
We purposefully recruited small groups not owning an Amazon
Alexa, Google Home, or Jibo. Most participants had not interacted
with the mentioned VUIs (one adult had interacted with Google
Home before the study). Eight people owned an iPhone with the Siri
voice agent, and one person owned a smartphone with the Google
Assistant voice agent. Others did not acknowledge having voice
agents on their smartphones. Therefore, we can view this study as
our participants’ frst encounter with embodied VUIs, unbiased by
previous ownership of a VUI.

3.4

Activity Procedures

The overall study was structured as an elicitation study with the
goal of understanding the reciprocal behaviors of participants when
interacting with the VUIs. Elicitation studies were originally proposed as a participatory design methodology to understand users’
preferences for specifc interactive situations, such as gestures or
symbolic input [84, 87]. We’ve adapted this methodology to our
study to understand users’ reciprocal behavior when interacting
with VUIs. Since we cannot control for individual features of the
commercialized products, such as appearance, size, degree of freedom, voice, or persona of the agent, we structured this study as an
elicitation study to maximize the “guessability” of user interactions
with VUIs (i.e., understanding how users will reciprocally interact
with VUIs) [87]. Additionally, we chose an elicitation study format
comparing the three agents side-by-side as elicitation studies focus
on investigating frst impressions and exploring people’s interactions and perceptions[87, 88]. This study format was selected over
users interacting with one agent at a time because we wanted to
compare which agent users prefer to interact with in various candidate scenarios and also what information family members exchange
while making this decision. Such setting closely mimics a real-world
situation such as a family shopping for robots or voice agents in a
retail store with multiple options available for purchase. Overall,
the elicitation study format enables us to explore interactions with
the VUIs holistically as a sum of their features, comparing the complete VUIs side-by-side without strictly comparing one feature at a
time.
We designed an agent exploration activity to examine how people behave with each type of VUI agent. In the agent exploration
activity, the VUI agents were placed on a cofee table in front of
family members sitting on a couch. The order of the agents was
randomized for each family. Participants completed an action sheet
with 24 directives (see Appendix A. Agent Interaction Sheet). The
24 directives were selected so that each agent could answer. The
directives also ft into three categories: information tasks (e.g. news,

Figure 2: Study setup with commercially available at-home
VUIs (left to right: Amazon Echo Show (Computer); Amazon
Echo Spot (Alexa) plus a rotating fag to convey mechanical
motion and attention; social robot (Jibo). Two cameras were
used for recording the interactions and activities.
weather), entertainment tasks (e.g. dance, jokes, music), and interpersonal tasks (questions-and-answers about agent’s personality or
“thoughts”). As a group, participants completed all of the actions
on the sheet. They had the ability to choose which agent to ask
the question to or command it to conduct the action. After all the
actions were completed, they engaged in free play with the agents,
exploring within and beyond the actions that were presented in the
action sheet for as long as participants wished.

3.5

Data Collection and Reciprocal Behavior
Analysis

The sessions were video recorded with a front-face and table-top
view (Figure 2). The front-face view recorded the interactions and
responses and was used in the analyses. On average, it took participants 28.74 minutes to completed the action exploration activity
and interaction with the VUIs. Overall, 1,711 interaction episodes
were coded with an average of 142.58 episodes per family and an
average length of 7.33 seconds. The frst and second authors each
coded 50% of the data individually and then reviewed the other
author’s coding. Any discrepancies were discussed and resolved
upon agreement, following similar coding approaches as [18, 52].
As in Lee et al. [55], our coding scheme was centered on grounding and relational behaviors. Grounding behaviors included waving,
acknowledgement, and relevancy (if a person builds on an agent’s
response). Relational behaviors included politeness, positive behaviors, and negative behaviors. Grounding and relational behaviors
were identifed from the videos during each interaction episode
with an agent (user trigger & agent response) and the period directly proceeding the interaction as these behaviors could be most
linked to a reciprocal interaction following the agent’s actions. Reciprocal behaviors were defned as the user’s verbal and nonverbal
reactions during or in-response to a VUI’s actions, i.e., the behavior
“given back” to the VUI or shared with another family member(s).
These behaviors could occur between a participant and the agent
or between the participant and their family members. The coding
scheme was developed from an initial viewing of the videos with
multiple iterations to develop a fnalized list of behaviors to code.
We reorganized the behaviors to be classifed as either a type of
verbal (e.g., speech, conversation) or nonverbal (e.g., gaze, smile,

Alexa
mean±std
12.22 ± 7.96

Computer
mean±std
11.21 ± 6.52

Agent Luring
Attention
Relevancy

Total number of occurrences of 37 coded behaviors
Agent’s behavior promotes group member to
direct attention & body language to the agent
Group member builds on an agent’s response

Jibo
mean±std
28.79±18.89

1.62 ± 1.19

0.23 ± 0.44

0.0 ± 0.0

2.1 ± 1.25

0.55 ± 0.99

0.75 ± 0.85

Smiling

Group member smiles due to agent’s action

4.87 ± 3.53

1.18 ± 1.38

1.29 ± 1.23

Physical
Imitation
Looking Away

Group member imitates agent’s response using their body
Group member breaks eye-contact with the
agent to look elsewhere
Group member laughs at the agent’s response

1.25 ± 0.5

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

2.74 ± 1.89

1.48 ± 1.55

1.26 ± 1.06

3.86 ± 3.00

1.21 ± 2.10

1.0 ± 1.09

Group member gives a compliment to the
agent

1.27 ± 0.79

0.09 ± 0.30

0.18 ± 0.60

Reciprocal
Behavior
Total

Laughing
Complimenting

Behavior Description

Friedman test

� 2 (2, N=1711)=19.22
p<1e-04∗∗∗∗
� 2 (2, N=24)=19.95
p<1e-04∗∗∗∗
� 2 (2, N=68)=24.99
p<1e-04∗∗∗∗
� 2 (2, N=241)=38.66
p<1e-04∗∗∗∗
� 2 (2, N=5)=8.00
p<0.05∗
� 2 (2, N=148)=14.02
p<.001∗∗∗
� 2 (2, N=170)=28.72
p<1e-04∗∗∗∗
� 2 (2, N=17)=11.64
p<.01∗∗

Post-hoc Wilcoxon
with Holm correction
Jibo vs Alexa: Z=4.75, p<.01∗∗
Jibo vs Comp: Z=4.91, p<.001∗∗∗
Jibo vs Alexa: Z=2.87, p<.01**
Jibo vs Comp: Z=3.06, p<.01**
Jibo vs Alexa: Z=3.60, p<.001***
Jibo vs Comp: Z=3.44, p<.001***
Jibo vs Alexa: Z=4.77, p<1e-04∗∗∗∗
Jibo vs Comp: Z=4.55, p<1e-04∗∗∗∗
N/A due to small number of samples
Jibo vs Alexa: Z=2.76, p<.01**
Jibo vs Comp: Z=3.33, p<.001***
Jibo vs Alexa: Z=3.83, p<.001***
Jibo vs Comp: Z=4.25, p<1e-04∗∗∗∗
Jibo vs Alexa: Z=2.50, p<.05*
Jibo vs Comp: Z=2.04, p<.05*

Table 1: Comparing reciprocal behaviors observed around the three VUI agents that vary in the degree of social embodiment.
The overall result across the combined 37 coded behaviors and the seven behaviors that showed statistically signifcant diference between the agents are highlighted.
lean, etc.) behavior. We then divided the verbal category as acknowledgement & relevancy, verbal with positive characteristics,
and verbal with negative characteristics. The nonverbal category
was divided based on what physical part of body was involved –
torso, head, hand, eye, and face. The three verbal behaviors were
related to grounding (including acknowledgement & relevancy) and
verbal relational behaviors (both positive and negative characteristics). The fve nonverbal categories focused on physical behaviors
which is an additional dimension from Lee et al. [55]. In total, 37
diferent behaviors were coded for in the videos (see Appendix B.
Behavior Code Set). Lastly, all behaviors were coded along two additional dimensions: (1) in-sync or mismatched sentiment between
the VUI and user; and (2) positive or not positive user sentiment.
In-sync and mismatched referred to if the participant responded to
the agent as intended by the agent or not. For example, if a robot
tells a joke, the expected reciprocal behavior would be a smile or
laugh. Positive or not positive sentiment (i.e., neutral or negative)
referred to how the participant regarded the interaction with the
agent. It was interpreted as positive or not by the participant’s
behavior. It was revealed that positive sentiment behaviors were
observed signifcantly more frequently than neutral or negative.
Context was accounted for in the coding scheme for each behavior. For example, laughing after an agent’s incorrect response was
coded as not positive and mismatched. We also tracked which agent
users’ attentions were directed at while themselves or others were
interacting with each agent.

4

Results

Our results demonstrate how small groups interact with commercial VUIs displaying reciprocal behaviors individually (H1) and
with each other (H2), increasingly as VUIs become more socially
embodied (H1 & H2). Results also show that there may be more
reciprocal verbal, nonverbal, and in-sync interactions with VUIs
that are more socially embodied, establishing positive emotion,
emotional engagement, and rapport (H3).

4.1

Interaction Vignettes

Interaction episodes revealed participants engaging in reciprocal
behaviors with the agents and with each other. The following

vignettes provide qualitative scenario descriptions of reciprocal
behaviors occurring when interacting with the VUIs. These fve
sample vignettes are representative of many observed interactions.
Vignette #1: Looking Away, Glancing at Each Other, Smiling, Laughing, Furrowing Brow, and Shaking Head Two children, ages 7 and 10, and their parent, age 43, are interacting with the
three VUIs. The 10 year old looks at Computer and asks, “Computer,
what are you thinking?”. Computer responds, “I don’t recommend
dating light bulbs”. As Computer is answering the question, both
children look away from it. Once Computer fnishes talking, the
children look at each other and smile. The 7 year old laughs, while
the 10 year old furrows their eyebrow and shakes their head at the
answer, as if they can’t believe the answer.
Vignette #2: Defending a VUI A child, age 7, and their parent,
age 41, are sitting on a couch, listening to Jibo give them the news.
Jibo ends its news sharing saying, “...and that’s what’s new in the
news.” The parent responds, “Really?” as if unsatisfed with Jibo’s
answer. The child jumps to Jibo’s defense saying, “Don’t listen to
my mom. . . she’s really rude to you right now.”, laughing at the end
of the statement.
Vignette #3: VUI Luring Attention and People Smiling and
Pointing Towards VUI Two children, ages 7 and 10, and their parent, age 43, are listening to Alexa give the defnition of water. As
Alexa is talking, the children become disengaged as the defnition
is very long, more quickly than during other interactions and any
other VUIs’ defnition of water. The 7 year old stands up attracted
by Jibo moving about and moves closer to it, lured by its gaze. The
7 year old smiles and points toward Jibo, drawing the attention of
the 10 year old to Jibo.
Vignette #4: Building on the VUI’s Response (Relevancy)
A child, age 6, and their parent, age 44, are interacting with the three
agents. They ask Jibo to tell them a secret. Jibo responds, “Sure, I’ll
tell you a secret. . . I like meatballs.”. Jibo ends the “secret” by playing
a funny noise like the sound of a trumpet. The parent responds back
to Jibo saying, “We knew that Jibo, tell us another secret”, prompting
Jibo to tell another secret to build on the conversation.
Vignette #5: VUI Agent Perception Qualitative responses revealed that participants distinguished between all three of the

agents’ embodiment. Participants refected on Computer as it “doesn’t
do things”, “doesn’t move”, “not responsive”, and “not interactive
enough”. Refections, both positive and negative, about Alexa included “fag annoying”, “mechanical noise distracting” and Alexa
“could hear better because of the fag”. Participants overall saw the
fag demonstrating Alexa’s attentiveness and making it more “responsive”. Jibo was perceived as “more social”, “more interactive”,
and having “more engagement” than other agents.
These fve vignettes contextualize the types of interactions, corresponding reciprocal behaviors, and perceptions that we saw in
the process of coding the episodes. They also provide a foundation for the next sections regarding the quantitative results for the
reciprocal behaviors with VUIs, interactions as small groups, and
behavior types.

4.2

Reciprocal Behaviors with VUIs

Thirty-seven reciprocal behaviors were coded for in the analysis to
compare small groups’ interaction with the three agents. There was
no signifcant diference between children and adults for behavior
(Mann-Whitney U test; U (1)= 30253.00; p>.05), and therefore, we
do not report the age group efect in the following results. When
comparing across three agents, we used Friedman Chi-Squared test
and post-hoc Wilcoxon tests with Holms correction. We used a nonparametric test since most of our data samples were less than 30.
In Table 1, we report comparative test results for the total number
of reciprocal behaviors for all coded behaviors combined, and for
the individual seven behaviors that showed statistically signifcant
diference between the three agents in the amount participants
exhibited the behavior.
The behavior distributions between the agents show that participants expressed some of the reciprocal behaviors much more
around the social robot Jibo compared to other agents. It’s interesting to note that the only agent that was physically imitated by the
participants was Jibo and that the signifcant behaviors include key
reciprocal interactions in human communication such as building
upon interactions, smiling, laughing, and complimenting. These
results support H1.

4.3

Interactions as Small Groups

In the analysis, four codes represented group-focused behaviors:
glancing at one another, having conversations among themselves
that could not be heard by the agent, physically touching another
person, or defending the agent against another person. Glancing at
one another was when a family member removed attention from
the agent and looked at another person, sharing attention with
one another. These behaviors were very frequently observed with
all agents, but there was a signifcant diference in the amount
of human-human group behaviors occurred around each agent
(Friedman � 2 (2, N=428)=27.28, p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ) (Figure 3(a)). A posthoc Wilcoxon test with Holm correction revealed that the trend
was driven by Jibo (7.72 ± 6.34) versus Alexa (2.91 ± 2.12); Z=4.35,
p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ , and Jibo versus Computer (2.75 ± 2.91); Z=4.44, p<1e04∗∗∗∗ ). It is also interesting to note that Jibo was the only agent that
participants defended from other members of the group. The highprevalence of human-human group behaviors suggests that VUIs
encouraged group social interactions, and the signifcant diference
between the agents suggest that participants engaged in humanhuman behaviors diferently around each agent. Overall, the results

Figure 3: (a) Group Human-Human Interactions. (b)–(d) Interactions split by behavior type were classifed within the
context of the situation. There is a signifcant diference between the agents across categories, presence of verbal and
nonverbal responses, synchronous sentiment between agent
and users, and positive sentiment toward the agent.
of these behaviors demonstrate how interacting with the agents
was (1) both an individual participant-agent interaction and a group
interaction among members, and (2) small groups behaved more
reciprocally with one another with a more socially embodied agent.
Our observations support H2.

4.4

A High-Level View at the Behavior Types

Behaviors were additionally coded for (1) verbal or nonverbal; (2)
in-sync or mismatched VUI-user sentiment; and (3) positive or
not positive (i.e. neutral or negative) user sentiment. Across the
behavioral categories, verbal (Friedman � 2 (2, N=469)=21.76, p<1e04∗∗∗∗ ), nonverbal (Friedman � 2 (2, N=994)=36.66, p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ), insync (Friedman � 2 (2, N=1048)=41.15, p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ), and positive
sentiment (Friedman � 2 (2, N=798)=42.54, p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ) behaviors
showed statistically signifcant diference across the agents (Figure 3(b)–(d)).
A post-hoc Wilcoxon test with Holm correction supported this
trend. The positive sentiment behavior mean for Jibo (0.33 ± 0.14)
was signifcantly diferent from the positive sentiment behavior
mean for Alexa (0.10 ± 0.08; Z=4.83; p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ) and Computer
(0.09 ± 0.12; Z=4.98;p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ), respectively. The verbal behavior
mean for Jibo (0.15±0.08) was signifcantly diferent from the verbal
behavior mean for Alexa (0.08±0.04; Z=4.02; p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ) and Computer (0.08 ± 0.05; Z=4.02; p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ), respectively. The nonverbal
behavior mean for for Jibo (0.32 ± 0.12 was signifcantly diferent
from the nonverbal behavior mean for Alexa (0.13 ± 0.08; Z=4.84;
p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ) and Computer (0.13 ± 0.11; Z=4.83; p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ), respectively. The in-sync behavior mean for Jibo (0.37 ± 0.15) was
signifcantly diferent from the in-sync behavior mean for Alexa

(0.13 ± 0.07; Z=4.88; p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ) and Computer 0.14 ± 0.11; Z=4.98;
p<1e-04∗∗∗∗ ), respectively. It is surprising that Alexa and Computer
were not signifcantly diferent as Alexa was equipped with a mechanical movement in the form of a rotating fag. The variable
speed rotating fag was assumed to communicate attentiveness and
attract interest as an additional interaction cue and users perceiving
it as more socially embodied than Computer. We discuss this observation in more detail in Section 5.2. In summary, we hypothesized
more reciprocal verbal, nonverbal, and in-sync interactions with
VUIs that have higher level of social embodiment. Verbal, nonverbal,
in-sync, and positive sentiment were proven signifcantly diferent
through post-hoc analysis, supporting H3.

5

Discussion

Our work furthers HRI research in how users, especially in small
groups, interact with VUIs in multi-user environments using an
elicitation approach that focuses on the VUI as a holistic unit across
a spectrum of social embodiment. In our discussion below, we
refect on how our fndings of small groups interacting with VUI
agents build upon theoretical frameworks of sociability including
reciprocity, contexts where reciprocity behaviors are especially
necessary with regards to future persuasive and collaborative agent
design, and recommendations for promoting reciprocity in agent
interactions.

5.1

Frameworks of Sociability & Reciprocity

Relationships that have reciprocity are more likely to be positive, foster intimacy and emotional engagement, and build rapport [5, 17, 81]. Our fndings also show that our participants displayed positive sentiment, nonverbal, verbal, and in-sync synchrony
interactions with all three VUIs. Between VUIs, the diference was
signifcant between Jibo & Alexa and Jibo & Computer, with Jibo
eliciting higher occurrences of reciprocal behaviors from the users.
This result suggests that the social robot was more efective at
engaging in relationship building with users, which further links
to fostering emotional engagement, rapport, and trust [5, 17, 81].
This signifcant trend was also observed in small group dynamics,
in which the group members exchanged more reciprocal interactions between each other in response to Jibo than to other agents.
Through the observed reciprocal interaction exchange between
VUIs and users and between users, we can confrm that the three
VUIs ofered varying levels of relationship creation and building, the
micro- and meso-levels of Krämer et al.’s sociability framework [50].
5.1.1 The Micro-Level The micro-level is the prerequisite for interaction between a user and a VUI, crucial for creating reciprocity [50].
In the case of the VUIs and small groups, participants explored the
agent to understand what the agent “knows” and corresponded to
the agent’s actions using verbal and nonverbal reciprocal behaviors, such as physical imitation, glancing at group members, and
complimenting the agents on their abilities. These behaviors are a
demonstration of the Interaction Adaptation Theory [11]. Successful interactions reinforce an understanding of the system and can
further promote positive interactions between users and the VUIs.
Interactions that are unsuccessful can lead to behaviors expressing
confusion or a lower amount of reciprocal behaviors [50]. This may
have been the case with Computer as there were less reciprocal
behaviors displayed by the users.

5.1.2 The Meso-Level The meso-level is the foundation for relationship building [50] and is demonstrated in how people engage with
technologies [63]. People will be more attracted to and engaged in
relationship building activities if the other person (or VUI) behaves
as if they like interacting with them, both verbally and nonverbally
(i.e. reciprocal liking) [6, 45, 46, 51]. In our work, the reciprocal
behaviors can translate to reciprocal liking: if the participants perceived that the agent likes interacting with them, then they would
be more likely to engage in reciprocal behaviors. The amount of
reciprocal behaviors we observed in our study suggests that users
can have satisfactory social exchanges with the VUIs, whether it
is from gaining information from the agents, feeling joyful and
entertained, or fulflling curiosity toward a new technology. With
VUIs, such as the social robot, participants could have felt a greater
level of social exchange with it, given the fact that a signifcant
proportion of reciprocal interactions happened around Jibo.

5.2

Mechanisms of Sociability

Embodiment, social presence, and social cues are common factors
that are explored to understand VUI engagement and social interaction, and to design for users’ desires for relationship building, feelings of trust, companionship, and rapport [23, 74, 82]. These factors
are often displayed via nonverbal social cues that can be translated
to VUIs and that contribute to social dialogue by expressing emotions, supporting discussion, and communicating attitudes [3, 7].
Reciprocal liking can be conveyed through nonverbal behaviors
such as leaning toward the speaker, increased and direct gaze, smiling, nodding, and direct body and facial orientation [3, 72]. These
behaviors were all seen in participants interacting with the three
VUIs. Two of the VUIs had a combination of movement (Jibo had
socially mediated movement and Alexa had a mechanical fag) and
attention indicating features (Jibo had gaze and movement and
Alexa had a mechanical fag) that may have promoted reciprocal
behaviors from the participants. Computer did not have any movement that would have likely infuenced participants’ decreased
amount of interest and reciprocal behaviors toward the agent.
Diferent social cues work together to create a social presence
for VUIs [21, 26, 53], often strengthened by the VUI’s embodiment [29, 78]. Increased feelings of social presence can promote
more favorable behaviors toward VUIs as social actors [54] and
provoke more responsive reciprocal behaviors from the users. Likewise, in our study, a higher amount of reciprocal behavior was
shown toward the agent and between the family members when
they were interacting with Jibo, supporting theories around social
exchange and mutual knowledge.
We hypothesized that Alexa’s embodiment through the fag’s
mechanical movement signaling attentiveness would also promote
reciprocal behaviors with individual users and between family members to a lesser extent than Jibo but greater than Computer, but
the result showed that Alexa and Computer were not signifcantly
diferent from one another. This result may suggest that a repetitive,
less socially embodied movement is no more benefcial than a light
ring indicator that both Alexa and Computer possessed.

5.3

VUI Reciprocity Applied to Social Contexts

Small group, multi-user scenarios have been of great interest to
the HRI community [41]. In this study, we focused the small group

interaction topic around families. Studying and designing reciprocal agents can open doors to make VUIs a powerful persuasive
technology and collaborative partners in helping users achieve
their goals [25]. Building rapport and reciprocal relationships with
technology, often with social agents, is known to boost users’ sustained engagement and adherence to therapy, education, healthy
habits, and wellness [8, 28, 32, 34, 48, 86]. Reciprocal relationships
will expand the limited capability of the functionalities VUIs can
provide today and make them become supportive partners, motivating allies, and collaborative companions [34, 58, 65, 69, 83]. VUIs
can enter these roles in social group contexts including, but not
limited to, education [43, 49], the work force [13, 40], and therapeutic situations [60, 82]. These application areas rely on collaborative teamwork in potentially multi-user environments where
social support matters, further highlighting the importance of emphasizing reciprocal behaviors. Depending on the context and the
relationships between group members, reciprocal behaviors may
vary. Increased knowledge on contextual reciprocal behaviors in
small group spaces can aid in understanding the critical design
features of VUIs to promote trust [56], a key feature needed for
group engagement [36].

5.4

Promoting Reciprocity in VUI Interactions

The fndings presented in this paper suggest that VUIs’ social embodiment and socially-expressive nature can positively impact reciprocity behaviors. This goes far beyond simple physical movements
in embodiment that can attract attention and signal activity such as
the mechanical fag we designed on Echo Spot. Participants demonstrated increased positive sentiment, verbal, nonverbal, and in-sync
reciprocal behaviors with a VUI that had richer social cues versus
VUIs that have mechanical or no physical cues.
Designers can incorporate expressive social embodiment through
socially contingent movements and verbal and nonverbal social
cues including orienting gaze and body toward the person, sharing
gaze, and conveying emotions to: (1) promote reciprocal behaviors
in the human-robot interaction; (2) promote reciprocal behaviors
between multiple users in contexts such as families but also collaborative teamwork where support (e.g. coaching, tutoring) and joint
action (e.g. building together) are key; (3) create more positive (possibly empathetic) reciprocal behaviors such as smiling and laughing
to foster reciprocal likability; and (4) purposefully draw attention
to the agent, promoting user behaviors such as luring. Our results
demonstrate that these design implications can be included in VUIs
for both adults and children. Social cues that invoke reciprocal
behaviors in users can be used as a method to strengthen rapport
and companionship with VUI devices leveraging the relationship
and emotional attraction users develop with the technology. The
methodologies in this paper provide designers with a new way
of investigating how users perceive and interact with VUI agents
in a holistic manner across a spectrum of various design features
(as was done with social embodiment in this study) and diferent
contexts (i.e. group vs. individual, large age range).

5.5

Considerations & Future Research
Directions

In addition to understanding how reciprocal behaviors with VUIs
intersect with theories of sociability and CASA, it is important (1) to

understand how people are interacting with these systems in their
frst minutes of interaction and developing the lens they perceive
the VUIs through and (2) to treat VUIs as holistic systems, i.e., as a
compound of all features and not just a sum of each, to explore how
users interact with them [12]. Lasting impressions around likability
and overall feelings toward the VUIs most likely occur in the frst
few minutes of interacting with them [64]. The tasks in the study
were selected from the categories that all three VUIs can fulfll, and
it did not include tasks that only some agents could do, such as
calendar syncing, recipe retrieval, audio books, etc. If participants
found out that one agent was superior in the functionalities it can
ofer, it could have afected the impression of the agents. Since
this was not the scope of the study, we controlled for this factor
intentionally, but future studies should explore reciprocal behaviors
with VUIs with varying levels of utility. Participants’ behaviors
infuenced and were infuenced by others in the group. We did not
account for such group efect in our the statistical analysis, but a
mixed-efects model could be used in future work. As this study
was conducted in the United States, we should not assume that the
results from this study would apply to those in other cultures [44].
This study was structured as an in-lab study, so an extended study
could be conducted in real-world settings outside of the lab.
Our results indicate that social and expressive cues (verbal and
nonverbal) may impact how people respond reciprocally to VUIs.
Further studies can investigate how specifc social-emotional design
features encourage interaction, explore which tasks these design
features are best used for VUI interaction, and empirically measure
trust and companionship. Another important area to understand is
how social embodiment impacts long-term interaction, how they
can be leveraged to create socially persuasive technologies, and
the impact these could have on our interactions with technology
and our social settings. Future work should also replicate and reproduce this study with other social agent embodiments to further
understand the impact of social embodiment.

6

Conclusion

In summary, small groups interacted with three commercial VUIs
in an elicitation study to explore how people reciprocally behave
with VUIs, investigating VUIs as a holistic unit that can be compared on a spectrum of social embodiment. Our fndings indicate
that participants individually and with other group members reciprocally engage more with VUIs that have a higher level of social
embodiment. They also express greater positive emotion, emotional
engagement, and rapport with those VUIs. Our discussion centered
these results in the context of sociability frameworks and small
group settings where building reciprocal relationships with VUIs
hold great promise and potential. As a conclusion, we provide recommendations for promoting reciprocal interactions from users
through socially embodied technology design. Lastly, we discuss
the limitations of our work and suggest future work that investigates how specifc design features encourage reciprocal behaviors
and their efects on small groups in longer term, expanding from
our work.
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